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A distant mountain peak thrusts upward against the cold, gray sky.
Overhead, clouds churn and seethe, spewing forth flurries of snow and

dangerous winds Swirling mists cloak the frost-bound slopes of the mountain,
hiding from view whatever may lie below.  At the very pinnacle of this titanic

peak of rock and ice rests an imposing edifice of cold, gray stone: Castle
Marrach. Your new home.
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About tAbout tAbout tAbout tAbout the Marrach Comiche Marrach Comiche Marrach Comiche Marrach Comiche Marrach Comic
Castle Marrach was first conceived of  in July of

1999. At first it was called the Castle of
Romance, and later it was called Castle
Hightower. It was intended solely as an online
stage at the time: somewhere to run stories,
whether they be romances or murder mysteries,
but at the time it didn’t actually have a fully
featured story of  its own.

However, the looming towers and the
labyrinthine passages of  the castle called to us.
There are some places which just can’t help but
tell their own stories, and this was one. By late
1999 we’d decided to make the castle the center
of  its own online game, and we’d given it a new
name: Castle Marrach.

Castle Marrach wasn’t our first name, or even
our fifth. After we decided Castle Hightower
wasn’t exotic enough, we moved through a lot of
other possibilities. Kear Euhallys. Caistel
Mortorran. Caer Bannog Twr. Casteldyn. And
finally, Caistel Marrach. Castle Marrach comes
from the Gaelic. It means a castle which
bewitches and keeps you.

The games that we produce at Skotos Tech are
prose roleplaying games. They’re small budget
and small membership. A game’s doing OK if  it
has a few hundred players and is a big success if
it has a thousand. We support intensive
roleplaying and storytelling in our games, and
that just doesn’t work too well with the huge
bases of  players that you see at an EverQuest or a
City of  Heroes. As a result, our development
teams are accordingly small as well.

Castle Marrach was produced by Christopher
Allen, which means that he assembled the people

designing the game, and kept them inspired. It
was first conceived of  by Michael Blum and Lisa
Disterheft. They did much of  the structural
work, including creating the actual castle.
Afterward Staci Dumoski took over. The Castle’s
really her baby; she created the high fantasy side
of  Marrach, including many of  the characters
that you’ve met within, such as Queen Vivienne,
Sir Boreas, Chancellor Launfal, and Doctor
Getheaht. At some point we decided the Castle
was divided into two parts, the romantic Inner
Bailey and the dark and gritty Outer Bailey. Chaz
and Jan Engan came in to develop the low
fantasy world of  the Outer Bailey. I’d guess that
Victor Savary, the protagonist of  our comic, was
originally their character.

Castle Marrach launched as an online game in
September, 2000. It’s now been running
continuously for almost five years.

The idea for a Castle Marrach comic book came
about a year later, in late 2001. It really wasn’t
much of  a stretch because stories had always
been the heart of  the game’s play. The biggest
challenge was in figuring out how to tell an
interesting story about the Castle in a comic
without it impacting the interesting stories about
the Castle being told in the game. We eventually
came up with a good compromise by setting the
comic several years before the game began.

It’s taken four years for conditions to be right
for this comic to see publication, but now thanks
to advances in PDF and POD technology we
can. I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I
enjoyed writing it!

—Shannon Appelcline, June 2005
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About tAbout tAbout tAbout tAbout the Settinghe Settinghe Settinghe Settinghe Setting
Castle Marrach is divided into three major parts.

The Newly Awakened wander into the Outer
Bailey. This is the part of  the Castle designated
for the Common folk. Victor’s room, the dining
hall, and Launfal’s office are all located here.
Across the Great Bridge lies the Inner Bailey,
which is only accessible to the nobility of  the
Castle and their guests. If  Victor tried to cross
the Bridge, he would be turned away. Queen
Vivienne and Sir Boreas both live in the Inner
Bailey and rarely visit other portions of  the
Castle. Below the Baileys are many places, some
secretive and some not. Doctor Getheaht’s labs
lie there as do the passages that Victor
rediscovers that once belonged to a group
known only as the Cats and Rats.

The Characters
Castle Marrach: Awakenings tells the story of  one

character, Victor Savary, several years before the
timeframe of  the online game of  Castle Marrach.
However, the Castle is a place of  stories, and in
these times of  new awakenings there are many
other characters whose tales are still waiting to be
told.

Following are descriptions
of some of the other
characters of  Castle Marrach
Queen Vivienne

Ruler of  Castle Marrach. She
is tall and elegant, with icy
blue eyes and pale blonde
hair. Vivienne often remains
aloof  from the Court. All

manner of  gossip surrounds her: that she has
dark dreams; that she is imprisoned in Marrach
due to ancient debts; that she is a powerful
practicioner of magic; and that she spies upon
Her Court from secret passages, or lingers
among them in a variety of  disguises. Doubtless,
most of  these rumors are false.

Sir Boreas
Consort to the Queen and

Lord Chancellor. A tall, thin
man whose dark hair is
streaked with gray. His
closely trimmed mustache
and goatee, along with his
robes, cloaks, and chains of
office, give Sir Boreas an air
of  dignity and propriety. Sir
Boreas is renowned for the order that he
maintains in the Castle and also for his skill at
chess.

Sir Launfal
The Royal Chamberlain. A

middle-aged man with thin,
graying hair. His appearance is
discreet; his gray clothes are
of simple design but fine
fabric. Although properly a
resident of  the Inner Bailey,
the Lord Chamberlain Launfal

spends several hours a day personally
administering the affairs of  the Outer. He has
also been known to offer aid to the Newly
Awakened, if  asked politely.
Doctor Getheaht

The Royal Necromancer. A
tall and thin man, whose
hollowed cheekbones and
gnarled fingers make him
look like a corpse. Getheaht
usually hides in the lower
reaches of  the Castle, but
on occasion his apprentice,

Lith, has been known to visit
the Outer Bailey. Some
whisper that Doctor Getheaht
is not considered proper
company for the denizens of
the Outer Bailey, let alone the
court itself.

For morFor morFor morFor morFor more Castle Marrach fictione Castle Marrach fictione Castle Marrach fictione Castle Marrach fictione Castle Marrach fiction visit -
http://www.skotos.net/games/marrach/fiction.shtml
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The game of  Castle Marrach is now running in
its fifth year at Skotos. New players are con-
stantly entering the Castle, and being faced with
the trials and tribulations of  their own awaken-
ing, just as Victor Savary is in this comic.

The game is at heart a roleplaying game, which
means that you get the opportunity to take on
the role of  a different person in a different time.
Besides that, the game is centered around stories.
If  you like the background of  Castle Marrach that
you’ve seen in this comic book, and the idea of
playing characters and telling stories there ap-
peals to, you’ll probably like the game as well.

What follows is a number of  excerpts from the
Castle Marrach Player’s Guide, a book which helps
to explain the Castle Marrach game to the Newly
Awakened.

Welcome to the Castle
As a guest of  Castle Marrach, you arrive mys-

teriously, with little memory of  your past, or how
you came to be in this place. The Castle is a vast
maze, with hundreds upon hundreds of  rooms,
twisting corridors, spiraling stairways, and
shadowed alcoves. The Castle’s inhabitants move
through its labyrinthine ways, shrouded in veils
of  secrecy and intrigue. Servants pass you in the
hall, murmuring in some unrecognizable
language. Guards refuse you access to certain
rooms. Fellow Guests pass rumors of  spies who
disappear from chambers as if  made of  vapor,
and of  unearthly sounds that drift from
unexplored sections of  the Castle.

You are one of  the Newly Awakened, one of
the Guests recently come to the Castle Marrach,
by methods unknown. For years, perhaps
decades, the stone halls were nearly silent — and
dust gathered in the less-used corridors like a
shroud — but now there are New Awakenings in

Castle Marrach, and the Queen will only say,
“There is a greater purpose.”

In this ancient fortress you will dance, scheme,
gamble, skulk, woo, and fight duels; take part in
balls, feasts, and mysterious rituals; and court the
Favour of  the nobles of  the castle, for with
Favour comes power and prestige. Knowledge
and Favour are the currency of  Castle society —
knowledge of  plots, of  treachery, and of  secrets
and Favour that grants the authority to act in the
nobles’ names.

The mysteries of  Marrach — the cause of  the
eternal clouds and snow around the Castle; the
meaning of  the strange festivals conducted at
odd intervals; the true identities of  the Castle’s
residents; and the reason for their presence in
this isolated place — are all subjects of  covert
discussion by the Newly Awakened.

These questions and many more will be
answered as the story of  Castle Marrach is told.

What is Castle Marrach?What is Castle Marrach?What is Castle Marrach?What is Castle Marrach?What is Castle Marrach?
Simply put, an online, multiplayer, text-based

roleplay game where you take on the part of  a
newly-awoken guest in the Castle. Your character
is a cypher on awakening as you only have one
clear memory and your physical appearance to
build on. The rest of  your time in the Castle is
spent establishing not only your character’s place
in the greater society but figuring out the kind of
person she is. What are her likes and dislikes?
Who will be her life-long friends or darkest
enemies? How will she react to the mysteries and
oddities around her? First and foremost, Castle
Marrach is a game of  social interaction and
roleplaying. Certainly there is swordplay and
dangerous magics, but the story of  your charac-
ter is more about how she got into that situation
in the first place.

About tAbout tAbout tAbout tAbout the Gamehe Gamehe Gamehe Gamehe Game

The Outer Bailey is the True World
A world as flawed and imperfect,

A world as amazing and terrifying,
As any of our human souls.

Above us rises the Inner Bailey,
A realm of faerie tales reborn,
A realm of dreams given life,

A true reflection of our Wintry Queen.

Below us there lies, Only Nightmare.



Style of Castle MarrachStyle of Castle MarrachStyle of Castle MarrachStyle of Castle MarrachStyle of Castle Marrach
Castle Marrach is a fantasy game set in a world

beyond our own. Perhaps it is a realm of  dream,
ruled by the unconscious. Perhaps it is a realm of
stories, ruled by the imagination. Perhaps it is a
realm of  enchantment, ruled by magic. None
know for certain. Though Castle Marrach reflects
the background of  the Middle Ages, it occupies
another history entirely.

The Castle is a timeless place. The chimings of
the grandfather clock and the great bell tower
betoken the passing of  the hours, but the days
have no meaning. There is no calendar in Castle
Marrach; its winter is forever. Festivities and cel-
ebrations in the Castle are solely undertaken at
the bequest of the Queen, not according to the
passage of  time.

Castle Marrach is a place of  socialization.
Conflict is more likely to be resolved by a
sharp tongue or a sharp wit than a sharp
blade. It is a place of  stories, poems, and
chronicles. It is home to the bard and the
poet, the artist and the crafter.

Castle Marrach is a game unlike any that
you have played before. It’s a game of  cre-
ativity, where you join together with other
players from all over the world, taking on
roles of  characters in another time, and
telling the story of  another place. It’s a
game where you will have an impact upon
the plots of  the world, and may even in-
troduce plots of  your own.

Themes of MarrachThemes of MarrachThemes of MarrachThemes of MarrachThemes of Marrach
Castle Marrach centers around a number of

themes including: chivalry, fantasy, romance,
intrigue, and mystery. These are the ideas that
should be central in your mind during all parts of  the
game—from creating characters to running plots.

Chivalry encompasses honor, loyalty,
and trust. It is at the heart of  the tales of
King Arthur and the Lais of  Marie de
France. In Castle Marrach, brotherhoods of
knights uphold the rights of the op-
pressed, and duelists remind us of the
value of  truth and honesty. In the world
of  chivalry, respect may be more impor-
tant than life itself.

Fantasy includes elements such as the
exploration of  the unknown, the wonders
of  discovery, and the power of  heroism.
Magic and the supernatural exist side-by-
side with our mundane world. Ancient
curses, immortal enemies, powerful spells,
magical creatures and dire prophecies may
all be found within Castle Marrach.

Romance centers around true love and
the idea of  courtly romance. Ladies and
gentlemen alike may be wooed in the ways
of  love. Sometimes lovers are star-struck
and sometimes love is unfulfilled, but on
that rare occasion two individuals might
find their perfect partners under the win-
try skies.

http://www.skotos.net/games/marrach/


Intrigue is hidden within the romance of
Castle Marrach. Members of  the Court scheme
for position and power, helping their friends to
rise and their enemies to fall. No apparent truth
is the literal truth, and only a true friend can be
entirely trusted ... and true friends are rare in-
deed.

Mystery is the core of  Castle Marrach, the solid
foundation upon which the rest of  the edifice is
built. There are several major mysteries in
Marrach, such as the origin of  the Castle, the
reason for its isolation, the past lives of  the
Guests, and their purpose for being here. How-
ever, smaller mysteries abound too: the purpose
of  the elusive Cats & Rats, the secrets of  the
Black Guard, and even the true natures of  many
of  those within the Castle’s walls.

Playing RolesPlaying RolesPlaying RolesPlaying RolesPlaying Roles
The heart of  Castle Marrach is your adopting a

Role within the Castle: a person with a name, a
personality, and a physical description. Many
people enjoy roleplaying for the opportunity to
become someone completely unlike themselves:
someone stronger, or wiser, or more truthful, or
more deceptive. Others prefer to play Roles very
much like themselves, in order to experience how
they might behave in extraordinary circum-
stances.

TTTTTelling Storieselling Storieselling Storieselling Storieselling Stories
Unlike many other roleplaying games, Castle

Marrach focuses on storytelling— creating and
playing out stories in cooperation with other
players. In many respects, Castle Marrach is more
like improvisational theater than a game. There
are no clear-cut goals that players need to achieve
in order to win. A story might have any number
of  outcomes, depending upon actions of  the
players who become involved. The challenge
comes in creating a compelling drama that brings
your character to life.

Sometimes you will achieve success in your
goals, but sometimes you may instead meet fail-
ure. In seeking to become an Honored Guest,
attempting to find magic within yourself, or com-
peting with another player for a rare object, you
may find that you are defeated, perhaps after
months of  work. This is part of  storytelling as
well, for adversity brings with it character
growth. When participating in stories, you should
always consider how your character might be
changed, for good of  for ill.

Initially you will have the opportunity to be-
come involved in many of  the stories already
taking place in the Castle. However, you are also
encouraged to create your own stories, either
individually or with the cooperation of  other
players. Has a conflict erupted between your
character and another , that you’d like to see
more fully played out? Has your character dis-
covered a lost memory that might point to a
mystery from her past? Is your character inter-
ested in staging a play or leading a lecture? This
is your chance to be the hero of  your own story
— or the villain.

Online StoryPlotters will often be able to pro-
vide some support for your stories, by offering
guidance with details, rounding up additional
players, and creating special objects and settings.

Seeking SuccessSeeking SuccessSeeking SuccessSeeking SuccessSeeking Success
Though Castle Marrach is about roleplaying and

cooperative storytelling, that isn’t the be-all and
end-all. Many players will be interested in ad-
vancing their characters, and there is room for
that within Castle Marrach. Players will be able to
rise through the ranks of  various guilds, becom-
ing leaders or notable members. Some will create
guilds of  their own, to espouse their particular
ideas. If  players are able to gain sufficient Favour
to be allowed into the Inner Bailey as an Hon-
ored Guest, new vistas open. The Royal Guard,
the Orders of  Knighthood, and the Royal Col-
legium offer positions for some of the most es-
teemed residents of  Castle Marrach. Some
residents will gain the special Favour of  the
Queen and her consort, Lord Chancellor Boreas.

And that’s to say nothing of  the catacombs
beneath the Castle, where a different type of
Favour may found. They have been closed for
decades, all but impenetrable, but whispered ru-
mors say that one day they may open again... to a
select few.

Meeting FriendsMeeting FriendsMeeting FriendsMeeting FriendsMeeting Friends
Castle Marrach is a multiplayer game open to

the entire Internet, and thus it has developed a
community. When you’re playing Castle Marrach,
you’ll be doing more than just telling stories,
playing roles, and seeking out success. You’ll also
be meeting real people, interested, just as you are,
in interactive fiction. Castle Marrach isn’t just a
storytelling game, it’s a multiplayer storytelling
game. And that is where much of  the enjoyment
lies.



You are standing near the southern steps. A stern guard
is standing next to the southwest door.
>
A stern guard salutes the Chamberlain.
>open door
You open the southwest door.
>sw
You begin to move southwest.
>
The Queen’s private audience room.

A white high-backed chair is standing on the dais. You
are standing near the northeast door. A small desk is
sitting near the fireplace. Queen Vivienne is sitting
on a white high-backed chair.
>close northeast door
You close the northeast door.
>approach dais
You move from the northeast door to the dais.
>bow formally to vivienne
You bow formally to Queen Vivienne.
>
Queen Vivienne nods fondly to you.
>ask vivienne ‘Your Majesty, I have important news from
the outer bailey; may I speak?
You ask Queen Vivienne, “Your Majesty, I have important
news from the outer bailey; may I speak?”
>
Queen Vivienne replies politely, “Of course, Sir
Launfal.”

Playing tPlaying tPlaying tPlaying tPlaying the Gamehe Gamehe Gamehe Gamehe Game
As we said, Castle Marach is a multiplayer,

online, text-based roleplaying game. Since the
interface is text-based, how evocative everything
is becomes based on how imaginative you are
with the words you choose, not in how powerful
your video graphics card is. Castle Marrach is
about socialization and roleplaying, and the text
interface allows you to bring that out to the full-
est.

Parsers and Imperatives
The parser is the part of  the Castle Marrach

game that figures out what you mean when you
type in a command. It expects commands to be
delivered to it as imperatives (in real life, words
like “Stop!” or “Heel!”). You’re telling your char-
acter what to do. There’s no need to include a
pronoun (like “you” or “I”).

Commands should be simple, singular
thoughts. A complex command might involve a
verb, an adverb, a preposition, an adjective, and a
noun (bow gracefully to tall guard), but not
much more. Here’s a few examples of  the type
of  simple command that Castle Marrach can un-
derstand:
> go north
> smile happily at queen
> slyly wink to third guard

Hundreds of commands can be used to say
things in Castle Marrach. You can state, question,
mumble, or shout. Use the command that best
describes your character’s emotions. After the
verb, put what you want to say in quotation
marks:

> say “I think you’ll like it here!”

You say “I think you’ll like it
here!”

> whisper to Victor “Thank you.”

You whisper to Victor, “Thank you.”

Finally, you can also attach spoken evocations to
many gestures, like smile, frown, and wink. This
allows you to speak while engaging in another ac-
tivity.

> smile broadly “Hello, my friend.”
You smile broadly, “Hello, my
friend.”

There’s a much more complete online tutorial
which can be found at http://www.skotos.net/
games/marrach/quickstart.shtml. You can also find a
lengthy Player’s Handbook that goes into far
more detail about all of the elements of Castle
Marrach at http://www.skotos.net/games/marrach/
guide.shtml 

WWWWWant to play Castle Marrachant to play Castle Marrachant to play Castle Marrachant to play Castle Marrachant to play Castle Marrach? visit -
http://www.skotos.net/games/marrach

The Castle Marrach game client for
your web browser, available for

Internet Explorer, Netscape, and
Firefox/Mozilla for the Windows

PC, Macintosh and Linux.
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Map

Quick
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